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Abstract

This work discusses the interest of protocol network technologies, to
deal with big data and voluminous informations,witch are heavy in front
off the physical implementation and programmation actually given, such
as IP (Internet protocol) and MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching),
the interactions between them and their mode of cohabitation, after-
wards we will approach the problem of mono path of LSPs based on a
bandwidth approach in the form of a nonlinear program of probabilistic
decision variables.Finally a stochastic mathematical model in the form
of a Markov decision process with hidden information and memory that
results in the density of a subgraph representing the correct routing
path from end to end, respecting the probability of having such a rout-
ing strategy.The work related to this problem was designed based on a
purely deterministic model to take into consideration some finesse of the
studied system we tried to modelize in stochastic model and besides the
results are very encouraging.
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I. Introduction

The need to carry data from one computer to another has generated the
birth of the Networks, subsequently the need also to trigger translations with a
remote computer, searching for information through links has become a vital
function with the appearance of the web, which extended the transactional
service, so the "Network" philosophy was impacted by the arrival of the Inter-
net of objects "internet of thing", this diversity has only extended the Quality
of the Service Qos textit Qualitie Of Service) to term limits or endpoints of
design, configuration, and equipment, including the high-performing physical
storage " textit Data Center"; "Cloud Cumputing", "Hybrid Hybrid Calcu-
lator" and "Distributed File Systems", which can be configured according to
a precise design, The principle of optical fiber, a light signal encoded by a
variation in intensity that is able of transmit a large amount of information
relative to the copper wires.

Also in terms of equipment, high-speed routers with a routing strategy,
which can transfer network traffic to hundreds of terabits per second (eg: Cisco
CRS-3 ), (eg: NetFlow) and logs of routers, switches, intrusion detection sys-
tems and firewalls, in general these records are kept for a period of time of
limited time, and problem solving at this level typically done by a corollary
subject to massiveness, Big Data.
For example: Google manages more than 40,000 search queries every second
[7], 500 million tweets are produced per day [8], large online retailers such
as Alibaba generate more than a billion sales annually, Exploiting data that
accumulates day after day becomes an arduous task that requires mainly a
major modeling ideology, textit stochastic modeling which seems to be the
most used on different fields of application and engineering: - The ability to
generate a power The generating unit degrades over time [1] - [2].
- The multi-state system includes oil flow transmission systems [3].
- The Cooling System for Nuclear Components [4].
- Progression of the disease In the sciences of medicine [5].
- The process of birth and death in Social Science [6].
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Figure 1. Diversity of services in current telecommunication networks.

II. The concepts IP & MPLS

Technological evolution, such as the emergence of the notion of the Inter-
net of objects, multiservice network applications, always requires an increase
in the capacity and functionality of telecommunication networks. which led to
an explosion of traffic, which pushed operators to develop the kernel of net-
work technologies such as IP (Internet Protocol), MPLS (Multi Protocol Label
Switching), and others that will not be in the interest of this paper.

II.1 IP(Internet Protocol) :

The IP architecture is based on the mandatory use of the IP protocol, which
allows the addressing of the machines, and the routing of the data packets, the
Internet network uses the IP protocol at the packet level, the message level pro-
vides two possibilities, (TCP) protocol ( textit Transmission Protocol), which
offers a number of functionalities that ensure a certain quality of the transport
service, on one hand the much simpler but non-guaranteeing protocol on the
transport of messages, on the other hand the simplicity of UDP introduces a
higher rate.

The TCP protocol provides a reliable service, the exchanged data is repre-
sented as a stream of bit streams subdivided into bytes, and must be received
in the order in which they are transmitted. The transport can only be in
operation after establishing a connection between the two objects. Through
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this establishment the two machines continue to check that the data passes
correctly.
The connection can provide bidirectional data transfer, and the application
programs send their data routinely to the operating system of the machines,
the TCP implementation expects to have enough data before completing the
datagram and to send on the subnet as it is free to subdivide the data into
packets of a size different from that of the blocks received by the network
application see [10],(p 171- p 181).

Figure 2. Illustration of a typical establishment of TCP connection and clo-
sure with data transfer.

UDP is intended as a "non-connected" mode of transport, this protocol is
particularly simple because it uses no acquittement, does not succeed messages
and does not set up any flow control. Hence, UDP messages can be lost,
duplicated, and / or delivered out of sequence, or they arrive too early to be
proceed upon receipt [10,182-183]. These ends or limitations do not always
allow the use of heavier protocols, especially TCP.
Among the most common uses of UDP is the name server (DNS), a globally
distributed database, which adapts very well to this mode of data transport.

Figure 3. Illustration of a UDP connection establishment.
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The IP networks that make up the Internet are composed of separated
groups of routers, known as the Autonomous System (AS). Each AS regroups
routers under the same administrative authority, and is managed indepen-
dently. The number of SAs continues to grow at the beginning of 2015, the
number of ASs present on the Internet is around 50000. [26]

II.2 MPLS(Multiprotocol Label Switching) :

MPLS belongs to a set of high-level protocols and architectures, of which
only IP remains today, given the current technological trends, the increased
flow of communications links, the Internet routers threatened to become a bot-
tleneck, a phenomenon that will be described in the next section, the Internet
Standards Organization, as well as IEFT has defined the new MPLS protocol
[12] [13], with two main objectives: - Allow fast routing of IP packets by re-
placing the routing function with a switching function which is much faster,
the size of the switching matrixs being very small. The search is done on the
"exact match" principle instead of "best match".
- Simplify network engineering by providing operators with control over data
routing, which was very complex with protocols such as OSPF.
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [14] is increasing in popularity as an
approach for provisioning and managing networks. MPLS effectively superim-
poses a connection framework over the connectionless IP network to provide
efficient resource reservation and pre-determination of routes. It provides in-
tegration of the label forwarding paradigm and network layer routing. This
integration provides virtual links or tunnels across the network. MPLS sup-
ports the implementation of advanced features such as Quality of Service (QoS)
and traffic engineering efficiently. [15].
MPLS involves the allocation of labels on packets. A tag is an identifier that
is used to identify the stream or transfer equivalence class that the packet was
assigned to. The label is assigned when entering the MPLS network. The
label is used at each jump to determine the next jump and also the new label
that replaces the old label. Routers that support MPLS are known as Label
Switching Routers (LSR). The path traveled by a packet under a range of label
switching operations is known as Label Switched Path (LSP). The LSRs use
the Label Distribution Protocol [16] to establish the LSPs.
The fast increase in network traffic coupled with the emergence of MPLS as a
popular choice for provisioning and managing networks motivated the idea of
MPLS-based recovery mechanisms. The increase in high priority and assign-
mented traffic has made the reliability of the network and the survival of the
problems very important. The reliability of the network can be supported at
different protocol levels. However, MPLS has emerged as the optimal layer to
ensure the survival of basic networks.
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With traditional IP routing, we are bound to the IP topology, because this
is what comes from routing protocols, you can create with different label and
label stack different topologies, under topologies, and use services such as
(MPLS-TE, MPLS-VPN).

Figure 4. MPLS WAN network can provide an IP VPN service.

This is the network base for which WAN communications are built. cus-
tomers can converge multiple networks on an MPLS WAN service, allowing a
single network to be used for Data, Audio, Video and Business applications.
WAN MPLS can provide the foundation that connects datacenters, headquar-
ters and branches to the applications a customer needs[17].
In the following we will purpose multiple policy to model the problem of mono-
routing in the MPLS networks, based on a bandwidth, then we will be inter-
ested in the formulation of a probabilistic nonlinear program which represents
both the bandwidth effect that varies randomly with time, values and con-
straints are probability values as well, hence the program solution means the
optimal path from end to end, with better QOS service quality available ,
which is implicitly represented in the program.

II.3 At the edge of Internet routing.

It had become apparent that the routing of the Internet converges towards
its ends, also in terms of availability and optimality of the purposed paths. An
experiment on communication latency measurement and loss rate, in a network
of 29 nodes (network of 293 machines distributed in 46 countries), illustrated
in the figure below.
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Figure 5. Geographical location of the nodes used.

The results showed that it could be very slow to react and establish con-
nectivity in the event of a breakdown ([27] - [28] - [29]), ie IP routes may not
be available for several minutes, several tens of minute even, thus preventing
all communication ([30] - [31]).
These and may be due in general to well-designed networks, to path optimiza-
tion models or to phenomena not solved and described globally, which limits
the performance of the network, in particular "bottlenecks" and several others
...

II.4 Description of the bottleneck phenomenon.

Many descriptive and optimization works ([20] [21] [22] [23]) are based on
bottlenecks, ) or the overall performance of a system will be limited, and may
have an impact on the processing and response times, as well as on the hard-
ware / software aspect,

Figure 6. This figure shows two packets of the same size from the source to
the destination. The large part of the pipe represents a high bandwidth link
while the narrow part represents a weak bandwidth link.

The spacing between packets caused by queuing on the bottleneck link re-
mains constant downstream, as there is no further downstream chartering.
For example: physically it is the element that collides and limits the function
of others in a well-defined architecture. A bottleneck can be created by a
two-way route that causes thousands of vehicles to flow per hour. Logically
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can be interpreted as a great complexity of an algorithmic solution, or a lack
of precision calculates a software module that have an effect on these overall
performance.
This phenomenon resides in the theory of computer networks, and in particular
defined by the spectral theory of graphs, of which we are interested in general
to the relationships between the different matrixs that can be associated with
a graph and its properties textit Network , mainly the adjacency matrixs and
normalized Laplacian matrixs, which invokes the fundamental theorems of the
algebraic theory of graphs, and the bottleneck of a computer network is called
expansion rate, isometric number, or Change constant.

II.5 Convergence to a Big Network Data.

There are virtually multiple requirements that allows for this convergence,
especially for MPLS and extended IP networks, which leverage LSPs or pack-
ets. An amount of data must be passed through functions such as routing /
performance / measurement / security of a small memory limit "limited on-
chip memory" for relative use, which is implemented in modern high-speed
routers ensuring certain compactness of the network or flow graph. Practi-
cally, among the challenges in line is the measurement of the bandwidth and
its off-ship memory which can be a performance bottleneck [32], Theoretically,
for topologies well conceived by the administrators , a continuous time mod-
eling of the evolution of a network by a Markov chain is purposed in [33], and
a generalized formula makes it possible to predict the necessary time up to a
node of some degree, it is also possible to illustrate the interconnectivity of
the subgraph allows the flow, thus the possibility of easily installing a queue
or interacting with other subnetwork.

III. Motivation

III.1. deterministe and stochastic Models :

A set of several hypothesis and a computing system is defined as a model,
among these calculations one typically finds only one to study and interpret the
results of the medium according to different cases. Models currently imposed
describe often unfocused environments, are increasingly complex, non-linear,
and require optimization algorithms and numerical simulation, thus generating
some difficulties in predicting how errors or uncertainties in model parameters
(output), the estimation of rare events as an example (reliability [9]), from the
modeling point of view, many problems that are naturally posed in a stochastic
way can be efficiently approached by deterministic methods and approaches,
and by experimental reason on the evolution of the convergence of the medium
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or system studied, towards a giant or massive system, it is essential, not to
forbid the presence of stochastic functions or variables in probability values,
which makes it a priority and a necessity to switch or migrate to a purely sto-
castic model to simplify the work of calculates thus to take into consideration
present and future finessees, or to choose to modelize stochastically only once,
at the mean of certain hypothesis of convergence of a middle state .

III.2.Formulation of the problem :

The basic idea which represents the optimal solution, which remain during
the random evolution of the system illustrated by the state oscillation of a R
network of routers and links, is in particular a sub- graph R′ whose order of
its adjacency matrix is less than or equal to the order of the adjacency matrix
of the graph representing the graph R: Order(MR′) ≤ Order(MR).

Figure 7. the R′ subgraph represents in red which illustrates the optimal so-
lution for transmitting a quantity of data streams.

The properties of the subgraph in front of the amount of data streams that
must be flowing and the state of the bandwidth or the unused capacity of the
links.
Hence, assuming that the solution in the form of a subgraph can be unique in
the worst case when it comes to the flow of a maximum quantity of flux that
requires the service of the graph R in its entirety.
fluxR → max(fluxR) ⇒ ordre(MR) = ordre(MR′).

Figure 8. The quantity of data streams converges to its maximum according
to the available hardware resource from which the subgraph will be equal to
the original graph.

If not, the solution will be a subgraph that has the maximum property to
flow a data stream in a minimum time. The subgraph can be unique, as it can
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have multiple distribution.
It is therefore desired to find models or similar mathematical models for which
the available resources (bandwidth, data flow ..) can be correctly projected in
order to have the characteristics and properties of a subgraph R′ dense in the
network R.

IV. Problem

IV.1 Management of a flow of information through a single-path routing.

The network must have a set of K streams, the k = 1, .., K stream be-
ing characterized by its source node textitsource(k), its destination node
textitdestination(k), and its bandwidth demand dk.
Note that h(k) is the number of possible paths for the k and Hk

i flow on the
ith of these paths.

Variables of probabilistic decisions:

Let pkj be the binary decision variable that represents the result of a prob-
ability of having a routing strategy of a node for a k stream to the path Hk

j .
(P ) = pkj=1..h(k)and (P ) = pk, k = 1...K. the vector p represents the result
provided by the routing strategy. this solution is admissible if the vector p
satisfies the following constraints:

K∑
k=1

h(k)∑
j=1

Hk
j (s)pkjd

k ≤ Cs et
h(k)∑
j=1

pkj = 1, k = 1.., K

the vector Hk
j is defined by:{

Hk
j (s) = 1 if s ∈ Hk

j

0, sinon.
the cost of a solution is linked to traffic on the links.

Let us denote by yks =
∑h(k)

j Hk
j (s)pkjd

k on the s link in the solution p and ys

=
K∑
k=1

yks this link in this solution. The cost of the permissible solution p is

defined by:

Γ(p) =
S′∑
s=1

F (ys, Cs).

where Cs the bandwidth of the relay s, or unused capacity. and ys The total
capacity used of the relay s by the flow k.
(A1 and A2), the F function is usually a nonlinear quadratic function, defined
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by (A1 and A2) = 10000 * A1)

Figure 9. Quadratic penalty function.

the function F is defined as follows:

F (ys, Cs) =

{
A1.y

2 if ys ≤ Cs

A1.y
2 + A2.(y − C)2 if y > C

Our nonlinear program to minimize to have the right path, i.e. the one with
the lightweight bandwidth.

P.N.L



Min Γ(p) =
S′∑
s=1

F (ys, Cs)

h(k)∑
j=1

pkj = 1, pour k = 1...K,

pkj ≥ 0 j = 1...h(k) ,k = 1..., K.

Remark:
In their work [34], JM Garcia, A. Rachdi and O. Brun have adopted the de-
terministic aspect to modelize this situation, i.e. to consider deterministic
decision variables xkj , such as :{

xkj = 1 If the stream is routed on the path Hk
j

0, sinon.

However, these variables are the solution of the nonlinear problem:

Min Γ(p) =
S′∑
s=1

F (ys, Cs)

h(k)∑
j=1

xkj = 1, pour k = 1...K,

xkj ≥ 0 j = 1...h(k) ,k = 1..., K.
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With yks =
∑

j H
k
j (s)xkjd

k et ys =
K∑
k=1

yks .

Then, for the resolution of this nonlinear problem, they have used the pro-
jected gradient method to approximate the values of these decision variables
that obviously take values in the interval [0,1], knowing that they must be 0
or 1. Hence the complexity of this approach. which makes the probabilistic
aspect for the decision variables compatible with the resolution of the nonlin-
ear problem.

IV.2 Resolution of N. L. P.

The Lagrangian for each flow associated with this problem is the following:

L(pk1, .., p
k
h(k), µ, λ) = Γ(pk) + µ(

h(k)∑
j=1

pkj − 1) +

h(k)∑
j=1

λjp
k
j

with µ ∈ R and λ ∈ Rh(k)

The solution of this problem according to Karush-Khunn-Tucker’s Theorem
(KKT) is the point (pk∗, µ∗, λ∗) such as ∇L(pk∗, µ∗, λ∗) = 0.
that is to say

∂L
∂pkj

=
∂Γ

∂pkj
+ µ∗ + λ∗j = 0

∂L
∂µ

= (

h(k)∑
j=1

pkj − 1) = 0

pk∗1 , .., p
k∗
h(k) ≥ 0 et λ∗jp

k∗
j = 0

j = 1, .., h(k)

For a solution pk∗ one takes the i th path associated with:

pk∗i = max
j=1,..,h(k)

(pk∗j )

as the best routing path for the kth flow for k = 1,..,K.

V. Stochastic model

V.1.Model:
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We have noted previously that h(k) is the possible path number for the k
flow, and pkj the binary decision variable that represents the result of a prob-
ability of have a routing strategy of a node for a k stream to the Hk

j path.
In other words, the arcs representing the routing path of a stream k from its
source node "s" to its destination "d" have probability values, this h(k) oscil-
lates in a random and independent way since the routing strategies have no
relationship between them, it can be seen as a dense subgraph according to
several parameters such as the change in the initial topology, the state of the
bandwidth ...
For this we will take a sequence (Tn) of random variable i.i.d, following some
probability law that provides the new network after having changes.
The change can be seen as the possibility of using zone (s) such as main, sec-
ondary, integrated AD, Direct, inverted, and / or having faults, which impacts
the possible number of paths hk) for a k stream in a random fashion. Which
makes the observation of h totally partial, when implementing a design or the
study of a computer network, one controls the elements (links, routers, switch,
..) and their types , as well as the architecture or topology whose environment
is structured, hence the initial state is always known. h is a random variable,
which takes its values in a discrete state space.
hds(k) represents the number of paths k = 1..K of a stream k from a source
node s to a destination D.
Thus, we have t1,., tn the successive instants of the state changes associated
recpectivelly T1,., Tn. And the function f , which gives the number of possible
paths from s to d for a stream k of a topology or graph T , fk

sd)
We write F (k) = fk

s−d(T ) and hds

P[J tn+1(k) = F tn+1(k)|J tn(k) = F tn(k), ...] = P[J tn+1(k) = F tn+1(k)]

Hence the number of paths at time tn+1 depends only on the time tn, other-
wise the current state at time tn future evolution of the process representing
the number of paths. We say that hds(k) obeys the Markov property with no
memory.
For the future state of the network can not be exactly the same on the one
hand, as well as it can subjugate to an explained effects (Example: variation
of the output quality of a fiber optic relay, causing it to mount and or an
unknown, unobservable or unexplained effect, from which we are only talking
about a "Monitoring" observation of the current state of the network.
We can define our model differently in the form:
J tn+1(k) = φ(J tn(k),Π(Monitorer(J tn(k))), F tn+1(k))
Markov decision process with hidden information, without memory.

φ: is a function defined on the state space of the studied path number
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Π: a stochastic function.
Monitor: Observation function.
An observation can be used from the initial state to the final state or the
current state, as some hidden information from the past may provide good
observation. even if our system is Markovian and it will remain so.

J tn+1(k) = φ(J tn(k),Π(Monitorer(J t0(k)), ..,

Monitorer(J tn(k))), F tn+1(k)) + εn.

Markov decision process with hidden information and memory.

In such a modeling of multiple factors often fuzzy, and must be adjusted it
appears essential to pose the problem in form a stochastic iterations process,
possibly having a Markovian or semi-Markovian behavior, We refer to the work
[24], which gives simulation help, a heuristic means to evaluate the noise of a
computer-based methods developed here [25]. we have considered εn, a noise
(sequence of independent random variables equidistributed) of unknown law.

V.2.Discussion :

We often model situations in relation to very fine time intervals, we have
seen that it is necessary to signal the variant of the fault tolerance (a resistance
in reality), and the total capacity of a link because it it is possible to send and
/ or exchange data in infinitely small time intervals, just before the effect of
the breakdown, for which we define and / or exchange data in time intervals
[εi, εi+1] and also we define αr function as follows:
Alphar(ρs)

ρs =
S′∑
s=1

as + os
ys

state of quality of a path s, s ∈ S.

the function αr represents the state of the relay s, s ∈ S.

the behavior of the α function depends on the ρs factor and the s index
which represents the relay type
r = {rj45Normal, ...., f iberObtique, ....., wifi, ....}
capacity (as) and the fault tolerance (os) of a path s.
ys: used capacity of a path s.
Then our nonlinear program can be formulated as follows:
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P.N.L



MinΓ(x) =

(
S′∑
s=1

F (ys, Cs)xαr

(
ρs
))

A ≤Maximum Relay Capacity.
O ≤ Maximum Relay Tolerance.
p(k)∑
j=1

xkj k = 1...K,

xkj ≥ 0 j = 1...p(k) ,k = 1..., K.

A = (as)s∈S and O = (os)s∈S

VI. Conclusion

We have described in this paper the new trends in a network technologies,
we give some limitations of Internet routing, and convergence factors towards
a Big Data Network. Then we illustrate the importance of probabilistic de-
cision variables in a non-linear program for managing a flow of information
through mono-path routing, and we purpose a stochastic model in the form
of a decision process of Markov with hidden information and memory, Finally
a small discussion on a purposed ρ function and its described role, which was
not included in our model given the shortage of work related to this subject.
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